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Officials Fear “Space Pearl Harbor” as China Gains
“Adaptive Optics” Laser Technology Trumping U.S.
Nuclear Defenses and Risking National Security
Hilo, HI—The Thirty Meter Telescope (“TMT”) partnership between China, Japan, India, and Canada, under
construction amidst international protests, is set to transfer “game changing” military technology called
“Adaptive Optics” (AO) risking America’s space supremacy, U.S. National Security, and the West’s nuclear
defenses controlled by satellite telecommunications from cyberspace according to official reports.
Despite many protestors being arrested on Mt. Mauna Kea in Hawaii after officials fraudulently concealed
multiple “military connections” to gain public acceptance of the $1.4B construction, the AO to be shared with
China was developed by the U.S. Air Force to overcome the last hurdle to “real time” surveillance, precision
targeting, and accurate missile and laser striking within three (3) feet of anything on earth or in orbit,
according to little-known intelligence presented to Congress earlier this year.
According to the concealed information, America’s military command of “counter-space” has been “ceded” to
China during the past few years by private corporations and academic associations resulting in massive
technology transfers to China. Officials confirm these conversions pose severe risks to U.S. National Security
since China supports the Taliban in Afghanistan, Iran gaining relief from sanctions along with nuclear
resources, and the takeover of Taiwan by annihilating the Pacific Fleet using the “prototype” AO technology
central to the TMT laser system and coordinated cyber-attacks destroying America’s telecommunications.
These risks were reported on February 18, 2015, during a briefing of the United States Congress’s U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission under the direction of Commissioner Jeffrey L. Fiedler and
Senator James M. Talent. Evidence indicates the Obama administration encouraged China’s participation in
the “partnership” while concealing its own involvement along with the pending transfer of the world’s most
advanced missile guidance system. Dr. Joan Johnson-Freeze, Professor of National Securitiy Studies at the
U.S. Naval War College, was among many officials who reported that weapons systems conversions by the
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) of China during the past few years has effectively “ceeded” the West’s
“space-supremacy” to China along with the ‘high ground’” of military operations neutralizing other nations’

nuclear defenses and offensive missile capabilities.
News of the military concealments at the TMT first reached the press through the efforts of independent
journalists, Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz and Sherri Kane, who live on the Big Island. The couple produced three
online articles, a 39-minute “Space Pearl Harbor DVD,” and a book titled Space Pearl Harbor, evidencing
that the pending technology transfer violates the Trading with the Enemy Act, and Arms Export Control Act,
22 USC 2778—laws that require direct Presidential oversight, yet have been neglected.
The concealed missile defense system features an AO imaging wafer produced at Lincoln Labs in
Framingham, Mass. on behalf of the Defense Department called the “CCID-61.” This new AO system cuts
through atmospheric distortions better than previous military telescopes, and gives operators “real time”
tracking, targeting, striking, and reconnaissance capabilities trumping America’s antiquated “counter-space”
program.
“University of Hawaii officials have lied about the TMT’s military connections and concealed the threatened
conversion by China of America’s most advanced ‘C4ISR’ system for ‘Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance,’ trumping U.S. ‘Star Wars’ investments made
during the past half century,” Dr. Leonard Horowitz said about the unfolding events.
The journalists’ disclosures were corroborated by Tate Nurkin, Senior Director of the IHS Aerospace, Defense
and Security Thought Leadership group during the Congressional briefing. Nurkin reviewed China’s Space
and Counter-space Programs. The IHS official warned that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
“expressed growing concern about the general proliferation pathway of academia over the last several years, . .
. through witting or unwitting American academics and researchers that export controlled technologies,
including ‘dual use’ technologies, through foreign students [or agents] with whom they work. . . . China’s
research institutes and universities offer an additional means of engagement with states possessing advanced
space and aerospace programs through . . . collaborative research initiatives.”
Nurkin’s report specifically cited older “military optics” as having been converted by China through academic
channels such as those posed by the TMT “partnership” leasing land from the Hawaii Department of Land and
Natural Resources (DLNR) through the University of Hawaii, Hilo (UHH). The telescope construction was
misrepresented and falsely advertised as only being an “astronomy project” “for science,” with “no military
connections at all.”
“The only people opposing the illegal, dangerous, and misrepresented ‘astronomy project’ are the people
defending Mt. Mauna Kea and the Hawaiian culture that considers this land sacred,” Kane commented. “This
story pins human rights, civil rights, and the rights of the Lawful Hawaiian Government to recover its nation
and land, against the superpowers threatening World War III and nuclear Armageddon.”
The journalists’ 39-minute video summarizing this story can be viewed at RevolutionTelevision.net. Their
SpacePearlHarbor.com website provides resources for investigators, including ProSeLegalAide.com—an
Internet service developed by Dr. Horowitz for those opposing judicial corruption with access being freely
granted in defense of anyone arrested in peaceful protests against the TMT construction.
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